### OUTSIDE BOOTHS

- Alpendough A
- Aya Café F
- Ba-Nom-a-Nom Truck T6
- Best One Yet I
- Boulder Vegans LLC / Beyond Better S
- Citizens Climate Lobby A4
- Culinary Indulgence P
- DEV C A1
- Drink Booth Z
- Glow Naturals LLC J

### FOOD PRESENTATIONS

**GARDEN LEVEL**

- Good Karma Foods R
- GoodBelly Probiotics by C
- Guerrilla WearFare X
- Harvest Kitchen Recipes A5
- Health-Ade Kombucha Y
- Henna Body Art G
- High Vibration Products N
- Humans2Nature inc. A2
- Lifetime Windows and Siding E
- Orchid Treasures Real Flower D
- PrimaLife Health Group U

- PUREhaven ESSENTIALS K
- Purefusion L
- R U CEREAL FOOD TRUCK T9
- RenewRedo Colorado W
- Roll It Up Sushi Truck T8
- Sanjiban Nepali Women Org H
- SolarCity V
- Sotru M
- The Artisan Cookery, LLC A6
- The Silver Seed Food Truck T3
- Truthfullites T

- Vegan Beef King T2
- Vegan Van LLC T2
- Vegans Rock Apparel B
- Vervet Monkey Foundation O
- Wanderculinarist T1
- Wellness Warrior LLC Q
- White Eagle Foods Factory Pierogies Food Truck T4
- WongWayVeg T5
- Zimbo Arts Coop A3

### SPEAKERS

**SPEAKER THEATRE**

**SATURDAY**
- Andrew Freeman 10:30 AM
- Tess Challis 12:15 PM
- Marc Bekoff 2:00 PM
- Steven Wise 3:45 PM
- Marc Isaacson 5:30 PM

**SUNDAY**
- Larry Weiss 10:30 AM
- Alan Goldhamer 12:15 PM
- Sara Broome 2:00 PM
- David Hance 3:45 PM

### MUSIC

**OUTSIDE TENT**

**SATURDAY**
- Ambiance Evolution 10:45 AM
- Vegan Kyle 12:30 PM
- Tim Hamm 1:15 PM
- Deux Amis 3:00 PM

**SUNDAY**
- The Groovetime Sitters 10:30 AM
- Aural Elixir 12:45 PM

### KIDS KINGDOM

**SATURDAY**
- A Compassionate Story Time 11:00 AM
- Kid Fit Kitchen 1:00 PM
- Whole Kid Yoga 3:00 PM

**SUNDAY**
- Kid Fit Kitchen 11:00 AM
- Whole Kid Yoga 1:00 PM
- Origami Creations 3:00 PM